Initial Results from PhOCAL 2012 Field Operations
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A Gigantic Elve (17 JUN 12) Over North Texas
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The First High Speed Images of 4 SP+CGs Inside an LMA (08 JUN 12)
METRICS FOR 4 SP +CGs IN COLMA

The 2012 SpriteCam Network
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The expansion in the number and types of cameras is allowing us to capture a variety of TLEs, with
the space above a given LMA accessible by one of the several cameras surrounding them. A north
Texas MCS produced 6 sprites (color DSLR camera) and an exceptional elve lasting for 3.5 ms,
produced by a 243 kA +CG (iCMC, + 90 C km). It is not clear if a halo was also involved.

A SP+CG from a Supercell Anvil (30 MAR 12)

From SPC...the same thing every day

On 08 JUN 12, a disorganized cluster of thunderstorms
formed east of the Front Range. One cell, beginning as a
splitting supercell in Wyoming moved south into the new
Colorado LMA. For two hours, upon evolving into more of
an asymmetric MCS with a stratiform region of ~10,000 km2
with about 50% positive CGs, it produced 20 sprites, as
confirmed by two SpriteCam systems in central NM. Four of
the SP+CGs where also captured at 3000 ips by the Phantom
HSI at Yucca Ridge - believed to be the first ever inside an
LMA. This allowed for a detailed analysis of the parent
storm charge structure, the relationship of the CG and its
continuing current to the ignition of the sprite, and the
height, area and volume from which the charge was lowered
to ground. The SP+CGs initiated near the convective core,
but drew from the surrounding stratiform before coming to
ground from around 6 km AGL altitude. The storm
exhibited normal polarity. The illustrations display the
results from one SP+CG. The table summarizes the averages
for all four (occurring with about a 10 minute period).

19 NLDN Reports from LTUL Event (29 MAY 12)
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First LMA source leads first high speed imager (HSI) light"
Recoil leaders visible below cloud base"
"
First LMA source leads SP+CG"
"
SP+CG peak current" "
"
Blooming in HSI after SP+CG (indicates extended RS?)"
HSI suggests M-components in continuing current"
Minimum average sprite ignition delay time"
"
Maximum sprite visible duration (Watec)"
"
Continuing current duration in HSI"
"
Length of LMA sources being detected"
"
Length of light visible in HSI images"
"
Distance from HSI to SP+CG"
"
Zq average (range 5.4 to 6.8 km AGL)"
"
iCMC average for sprite parent +CGs (SP+CGs)"
“Impulse” charge lowered"
"
CMC at sprite ignition" "
"
Charge lowered at sprite ignition"
"
Charge lowed by end of sprite"
"
CMC of total discharge "
"
Total discharge charge lowered"
"
Area of charge removal (SP+CG until end of sprite)"
Area of charge removal (SP+CG until end of discharge)"
Volume of charge removal (SP+CG until end of sprite)"
Volume of charge removal (SP+CG until end of discharge)"
Charge density in sprite removal volume "
"
Charge density in total discharge removal volume "

80 m Turbine
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+64 kA CG

Mobile Phantom

A +156 kA CG in the anvil some ~50 km downwind of a hailproducing supercell core induced two distinctly different sprites, the
first with a halo, the second with a clear sprite current.

The mobile Phantom HSI was deployed in an MCS stratiform
region to search for SP+CGs. A +64 kA CG near Graham, TX
initiated 19 NLDN - detected Lightning Triggered Upward
Lightning (LTUL) event, all –CGs (-10 kA average). Ten were
within ~300 m of an 80 m wind turbine.

2 ms
4/4 events
221 ms
44 kA
~5 ms
4/4 events
~16 ms
~92 ms
328 ms
643 ms
668 ms
45.7 km
6.0 km AGL
150 C km
26 C
620 C km
104 C
342 C
3638 C km
610 C
101 km2
497 km2
125 km3
770 km3
2.74 C/km3
0.79 (N>*1
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The ongoing drought severely impacted TLE activity. Yet with
11 sprite cameras and a mobile van, over 1300 TLEs were
captured, with 373 over LMAs. Mobile Phantom HSI systems
captured 18 TLEs, 20 CGs and 4 SP+CGs in an LMA.
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In the 08JUN12 storm, the mean iCMC value for the 4 SP+CGs was +150 C km, a typical
value for sprite parents reported by the CMCN. The charge was lowered from ~6 km AGL.
The mean total charge lowered was 610 C, with 104 C and 342 C lowered at the ignition and
end of the sprite luminosity. CMCs were 3638, 620 and 2052 C km, respectively.
The volume discharged through the end of the sprite averaged 125 km3, indicative of the
removal of 2.7 C/km3 from the volume. The positive reservoir was above the melting layer.
While the 2012 High Plains convective season was marked by drought, the placement of
over a dozen fixed and mobile cameras allowed capture of >1300 TLEs, many above LMAs.
Phantom HSI captures included a variety of sprites and a long-lived elve (+halo?) (~3.5 ms).
Though uncommon, SP+CGs can originate in the downshear anvil of a supercell, such as
the one shown here from 30 MAR 12 in the OKLMA.
The mobile Phantom HSI van captured a number of +CGs in MCS stratiform regions. One
near Graham, TX resulted in a Lightning Triggered Upward Lightning event from an 80 m
wind turbine. This LTUL resulted in a record number of NLDN reports (19 -CGs, 10 within
~300 m of the turbine). A gigantic jet was also imaged by a SpriteCam over the OKLMA.
DSLR cameras with NIR-extended coverage can routinely image sprites as well as
convectively generated mesopause gravity waves - also captured by the Suomi NPP satellite.
An advanced Lightning Intercept Vehicle (LIV) has been readied for deployment during the
upcoming 2013 convective season, targeting SP+CGs within LMAs in the central U.S.
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